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Abstract. We propose a solution based on networks of picture proces-
sors to the problem of picture pattern matching. The network solving the 
problem can be informally described as follows: it consists of two subnet-
works, one of them extracts simultaneously all subpictures of the same 
size from the input picture and sends them to the second subnetwork. The 
second subnetwork checks whether any of the received pictures is iden-
tical to the pattern. We present an efncient solution based on networks 
with evolutionary processors only, for patterns with at most three rows 
or columns. Afterwards, we present a solution based on networks contain-
ing both evolutionary and hiding processors running in 0{n-\-m-\-kl-\-k) 
computational (processing and communication) steps, where the input 
picture and the pattern are of size (n,m) and [k,l), respectively. 
1 Introduction 
Picture languages defined by different mechanisms have been studied extensively 
in the literature. Two-dimensional matr ix and array models describing pictures 
have been proposed in [15,16,19,17]. On the other hand, models defining pictures 
tha t are connected arrays, but not necessarily rectangular, have been proposed 
as early as 70's [14] and a hierarchy of these grammars was considered in [18]. 
A new model of recognizable picture languages, extending to two dimensions 
the characterization of the one-dimensional recognizable languages in terms of 
alphabetic morphisms of local languages, has been introduced in [7]. Similariy 
to the string case, characterizations of recognizable picture series were proposed, 
see, e.g. [5,12]. An early survey on autómata recognizing rectangular picture 
languages is [8], a bit more recent one considering different mechanisms defining 
picture languages, not necessarily rectangular, is [14] and an even more recent 
and concise one is [6]. 
This work is a continuation of [4], where networks of evolutionary picture 
processors acting on rectangular pictures as acceptors are considered. The paper 
[4] is a first attempt to extend the investigation started in [10], where the data 
is organized in the form of linear strings, and continued in a series of papers (see 
[9] for a recent survey) to rectangular pictures. In [4], networks of evolutionary 
picture processors where each node is either a row/column substitution node or 
a row/column deletion node are considered. The action of each node on the data 
it contains is precisely defined. For instance, if a node is a row substitution node, 
then it can substitute a letter by another letter in either the top row only, the 
bottom row only, or an arbitrary row. Moreover, if there are more occurrences 
of the letter to be substituted in the row on which the substitution rule acts, 
then each such occurrence is substituted in different copies of that picture. An 
implicit assumption is that arbitrarily many copies of every picture are available. 
A similar informal explanation concerns the column substitution and deletion 
nodes. Local data is then transmitted over the network following a given protocol. 
Only data which can pass a filtering process can be communicated. This filtering 
process is regulated by input and output filters (defined by some very simple 
context conditions) associated with each node. All the nodes simultaneously 
send their data to, and receive data from, the nodes they are connected to. In [4] 
we showed that these networks can accept the complement of any local language, 
as well as languages that are not recognizable. 
We consider here the pattern matching problem, which is largely motivated 
by different aspects in low-level image processing [13], and try to sol ve it in a 
parallel and distributed way with networks of picture processors. The network 
solving the problem can be informally described as follows: it consists of two 
subnetworks, one of them extracts simultaneously all subpictures of the same 
size from the input picture and sends them to the second subnetwork. In its turn, 
the second subnetwork consists of two subnetworks; one of them checks whether 
any of the received pictures is identical to the pattern, while the other one halts 
the computation if none of the received pictures is identical to the pattern. If 
the pattern is of size (k,l), with 1 < k < 3, and / > 1, we present an efiicient 
solution running in 0(n + m + l) computational (processing and communication) 
steps, provided that the input picture is of size (n,m). Moreover, this solution 
can be extended at no further cost w.r.t. the number of computational steps to 
any finite set of patterns all of them of the same size. 
We introduce a new operation and its inverse that can convert a visible 
row/column into an invisible one and vice versa. The two operations which seem 
to be relevant with respect to picture processing (see, e.g. "zoom-in", "zoom-
out") are called mask and unmask, respectively. We show how this variant of 
networks of picture processors is able to solve efiiciently (in 0(n + m + kl + k) 
computational steps) the problem of pattern matching of an arbitrary pattern 
of size (k, l) in a given rectangular picture of size (n, m). Again, the solution can 
be extended at no further cost w.r.t. the number of computational steps to any 
finite set of patterns all of them of the same size. 
2 Basic Deflnitions 
The basic terminology and notations concerning two-dimensional languages are 
taken from [6]. The set of natural numbers from 1 to n is denoted by [n]. The 
set of all finite subsets of a set A is denoted by 2A. The cardinality of a finite set 
A is denoted by card(A). Let V be an alphabet, V* the set of one-dimensional 
strings over V and e the empty string. A picture (or a two-dimensional string) 
over the alphabet V is a two-dimensional array of elements from V. We denote 
the set of all pictures over the alphabet V by V*, while the empty picture will 
be still denoted by e. A two-dimensional language over V is a subset of V*. 
Let ir be a picture in V*; we denote the number of rows and the number of 
columns of ir by W and \ir\, respectively. The pair (W, \ir\) is called the size of the 
picture ir. The size of the empty picture e is obviously (n, m) with nm = 0. The 
set of all pictures of size (m, n) over the alphabet V, where m, n > 1, is denoted 
by V^. The symbol placed at the intersection of the ¿th row with the j th column 
of the picture ir, is denoted by ir (i, j). 
Let ir be a picture of size (m, n) over V; for any 1 < i < k < m and 1 < 
j < l < n we denote by ^l'^ir[k,i] the subpicture of ir having its left-hand upper 
córner in ir(i,j) and right-hand lower córner in ir(k, l) (it starts and ends at (i,j) 
and (k,l) in ir, respectively). For any valúes i > k or j > l, we set ^'^ir[i~,i] = £• 
Furthermore, we simply write ir instead of ^'^ir^m^]. 
For any alphabet V and a symbol a G V, we denote by m the invisible copy 
of a; furthermore, we set M := {a| a G V^}. We say that a picture 7r G (V U M)J^  
is we// defined if there exists 1 < i < k < m and 1 < j < l < n such that all 
elements of ^l'^ir[i~,i] are from V and all the other elements of ir are from M. In 
this case, we say that ^l'^ir[k,i] is the maximal visible subpicture of ir. A rather 
intuitive way to understand a well defined picture ir is to consider that some rows 
and/or columns of ir are hidden but not deleted. Note that any picture over V 
is a well defined picture. For the rest of this paper, we deal with well defined 
pictures only. The minimal alphabet containing all visible symbols appearing in 
a picture ir is denoted by alph(ir). 
Let V be an alphabet; a rule of the form a-í-fc, with a, b G V U {e} is called 
an evolutionary rule. We say that a rule a —> b is: a) a substitution rule if both 
a and 6 are not e; b) a deletion rule if a =¿ e, b = e; c) an insertion rule if 
a = e, b ^ e. In this paper we shall ignore insertion rules because we want to 
process every given picture in a space bounded by the size of that picture. We 
denote the sets of substitutions and deletions by Suby = {a —> b | a, b G V} and 
Dely = {a —> e | a G V}, respectively. Given a rule a as above and a picture 
ir G (y U M)J ,^ we define the following actions of <r on 7r following [4]. 
If a = a —> b G Suby, then cr^(7r) is the set of all pictures ir' such that the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1.) There exist 1 < u < v < m and 1 < s < t < n such that ^u's^[v¡t] ls the 
maximal visible subpicture of ir, 
(2.a.) There exists u < i < v such that ir(i,s) = a; then ir'(i,s) = b, and 
T'Ü', 0 = *U, 0 for all (j, l) G ([m] x [n]) \ {(i, s)}. 
(2.b.) If the leftmostcolumn of ' " ' ^ [ ^ Í ] does not contain any occurrence of a, 
then <J^(IÍ) = {ir}. 
Informally, a^(ir) is the set of all pictures that can be obtained from ir by 
replacing an occurrence of a by 6 in the leftmost column of the maximal visible 
subpicture of ir. Note that a is applied to all occurrenees of the letter a in the 
leftmost column of the maximal visible subpicture of ir in different copies of 
the picture ir. We say that the rule a is applied to the leftmost column of the 
maximal visible subpicture of ir. 
In an analogous way, we define a^(ir), a^ (ir), a^(ir), a+(ir), as the set of all 
pictures obtained by applying a to the rightmost column, to the first row, to the 
last row, and to any column/row of the maximal visible subpicture of ir. 
If a = a —> e G Dely, then <j^(ir) is the picture obtained from ir by deleting 
th 
the i column of ir provided that the maximal visible subpicture of ir starts 
at the position (i,j) in ir, for some j , and the i column of ir contains an 
occurrence of a. If the leftmost column of the maximal visible subpicture of ir 
does not contain any occurrence of a, then <J^(ir) = ir. We say that the deletion 
rule a is applied to the leftmost column of the maximal visible subpicture of ir. 
Analogously, a^(ir), a^ (ir), and a^(ir) is the picture obtained from ir by ap-
plying a to the rightmost column, to the first row, and to the last row of the 
maximal visible subpicture of ir, respectively. Furthermore, <rl(7r) (a~(ir)) is the 
set of pictures obtained from ir by deleting an arbitrary column (row) contain-
ing an occurrence of a from ir. If more than one column (row) of ir contains 
a, then for each such column (row), there is a copy of ir in a'(ir) (a~(ir)) hav-
ing this column (row) deleted. If ir does not contain any occurrence of a, then 
crl(7r) = {7r}(cr-(7r) = {TT}). 
For every rule a, symbol a G {<—, —>•, t>4-> l> — >+}> anQl L C (V U M)*, we 
define the a-action of a on L by o-a{L) = I I aa(ir). Given a finite set of rules 
IT£L 
M, we define the a-actíon of M on the picture ir and the language L by: 
Ma{ir)= | J aa{ir) and Ma{L) = | J Ma{ir), 
a£M IT£L 
respectively In what follows, we shall refer to the rewriting operations defined 
above as evolutíonary picture operations since they may be viewed as the 2-
dimensional linguistic formulations of local gene mutations. 
We now define a new operation on pictures and its inverse, namely mask and 
unmask. Let ir be a picture of size (m, n) over V U M and a eV. 
- rnask^(ir) returns the picture obtained from ir by transforming all visible 
symbols from the leftmost column of the maximal visible subpicture of ir into 
their invisible copies. Analogously, one defines the mappings mask^, mask^, 
and mask'*'. 
- unmask^(ir) returns the picture obtained from ir as follows. If ^l'^ir[k,i] 
is the maximal visible subpicture of ir, then all invisible symbols ir(s,j — 1), 
i < s < k, become visible. If j = 1, then unmask^(ir) = ir. Analogously, one 
defines the mappings unmask^, unmask', and unmask^. 
For every a G {<—, —>, t , 4-} and L C (VUM)l, we define maska(L) = {maska(ir) \ 
ir G L}. Analogously, unmaska(L) = {unrnaska(ir) \ ir G L}. 
For two disjoint subsets P and F of an alphabet V and a picture ir over V, 
we consider the following two predicates which we will later use to define two 
types of filters: 
rcs (ir; P, F) = PC alph(ir) A F D alph(ir) = 0 
rcw(ir;P,F) = alph(ir) n P ^ 0 A F n alph(ir) = 0. 
The construction of these predicates is based on context condítíons defined by the 
two sets P (permitting contexts/symbols) and F (forbidding contexts/symbols). 
Informally, both conditions require tha t no forbidding symbol is present in ir; 
furthermore the first condition requires all permitt ing symbols to appear in 
ir, while the second one requires tha t at least one permitt ing symbol appears 
in ir. 
For every picture language L C V* and ¡3 G {s,w}, we define: 
rcp(L, P,F) = {ireL\ rcp(ir; P, F) = t r u e } . 
An evolutionary picture processor over V U M is a 5-tuple (M, PI, FI, PO, FO), 
where: 
- Either M C Suby or M C Dely- The set M represents the set of evolution-
ary rules of the processor. As one can see, a processor is "specialized" into one 
type of evolutionary operation, only. 
- PI, FI C V are the input sets of permitt ing/forbidding symbols (contexts) 
of the processor, while PO, FO C V are the output sets of permitting/forbidding 
symbols of the processor (with PI n FI = 0 and PO n FO = 0). 
A hiding picture processor over VUM is a 5-tuple (M, PI, FI, PO, FO), where 
M is either mask or unmask, while the other parameters are identical to those 
defined above for evolutionary processors. 
An accepting network of picture processors (ANPP) is a 9-tuple 
r = (V, U, G, N, a, ¡3, In, Halt, Accept), 
where: 
— V and U are the input and network alphabet, respectively, V C U. 
— G = (XQ, EQ) is an undirected graph without loops with the set of vértices 
XQ and the set of edges EQ- G is called the underlying graph of the network. 
Although in network theory, several types of graphs are common like com-
plete, rings, stars, grids, we focus here on complete underlying graphs (every 
two vértices are connected by an edge), so tha t we can replace the graph G 
by the set of its nodes. 
— N is a mapping which associates with each node x G XQ the picture proces-
sor N(x) = (Mx,PIx,FIx,POx,FOx). 
— a : XQ —> -[<—, — ,^^ |", 4,, |, — , + } ; a(x) gives the action mode of the rules of 
node x on the pictures existing in tha t node. 
— ¡3 : XQ —> {s, w} defines the type of the input/output filters of a node. More 
precisely, for every node, x G XQ, the following filters are defined: 
- input filter: px{-) = rc^x)(-;PIx,FIx), 
- output filter: TX{-) = rc^x)(-;POx, FOx). 
That is, px(ir) (resp. TX(TT)) indicates whether or not the picture ir can pass 
the input (resp. output) filter of x. More generally, px(L) (resp. TX(L)) is the 
set of pictures of L that can pass the input (resp. output) filter of x. 
— In, Halt, Accept G XQ are the input node, the halting node, and the accepting 
node of r, respectively. Note that it is not obligatory the three nodes be 
different from one another. 
We say that card(Xo) is the size of r. A configuration of an ANPP r as 
above is a mapping C : XQ —> 2U* which associates a finite set of pictures 
with every node of the graph. A configuration may be understood as the sets 
of pictures which are present in any node at a given moment. Given a picture 
ir G V*, the initial configuration of r on ir is defined by Cg (Jn) = {ir} and 
C^\x) = 0 for all x e Xa - {In}. 
A configuration can change via either a processing step or a communication 
step. When changing via a processing step, each component C(x) of the configu-
ration C is changed in accordance with the set of rules Mx associated with the 
node x and the way of applying these rules, namely a(x). Formally, we say that 
the configuration C is obtained in one processing step from the configuration 
C, written as C = > C, iff C'{x) = Mx{x){C{x)) for all x G XG. 
When changing via a communication step, each node processor x G XQ sends 
one copy of each picture it has, which is able to pass the output filter of x, to 
all the node processors connected to x and receives all the pictures sent by any 
node processor connected with x provided that they can pass its input filter. 
Formally, we say that the configuration C is obtained in one communication 
step from configuration C, written as C h C", iff 
C'(x) = (C(x) \ TX(C(X))) U ( J (Ty(C(y)) n Px(C(y))) for all x G XG. 
{x,y}£Ea 
Note that pictures that cannot pass the output filter of a node remain in that 
node and can be further modified in the subsequent evolutionary steps, while 
pictures that can pass the output filter of a node are expelled. Further, all the 
expelled pictures that cannot pass the input filter of any node are lost. 
Let r be an ANPP, the computation of r on an input picture ir G V* is 
a sequence of configurations C¿ , Cj; , C^ , • • •, where C¿ is the initial con-
figuration of r on 7r, C^l =^- G^^i and C^^-y h C*2í+2' f°r a ^ * > 0. Note 
that configurations are changed by alternative steps. By the previous definitions, 
each configuration C¡ is uniquely determined by C\jx. A computation as above 
halts if there exists a configuration such that the sets of pictures existing in the 
halting node is non-empty. As we consider here ANPPs as problem solvers, for 
the rest of this paper we only deal with ANPPs that halt on every input. The 
picture language decided by _T is 
L(r) = {n G V* | the computation of r on ir halts with a non-empty 
accepting node}. 
An ANPP without hiding picture processors is called accepting network of evolu-
tionary picture processors (ANEPP) in [4]. The computational power of ANEPPs 
has been investigated in [4]; we recall the following results, where the class of 
recognizable and local languages, respectively, have been defined in [7]. 
T h e o r e m 1. 
1. There exist non-recognizahle languages which can be accepted by ANEPPs. 
2. The complement of every local language can he accepted by an ANEPP. 
3 Solving Picture Matching With ANPPs 
A natural problem is to find a pa t tern (a fixed picture) in a given picture. This 
problem is widely known as the two-dimensional pa t te rn matching problem and 
is largely motivated by different aspects in low-level image processing [13]. The 
more general problem of picture matching (it is not obligatory for the picture to 
be a two-dimensional array) is widely known in Pa t te rn Recognition field and is 
connected with Image Analysis and Artificial Vision [11,20]. 
We discuss a solution to the problem of picture pa t tern matching based on the 
networks defined in the previous section. For the sake of a bet ter understanding, 
we discuss first a solution based on ANEPP. A key step in our solution is to 
construct a network able to decide the singleton language formed by a given 
picture. If the given picture ir is of size (k, n) or (n, k) for any 1 < k < 3 and 
n > 1, then an A N E P P can decide the language {ir}. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let ir be a picture of size (k,n) for some 1 < k < 3 and n > 1. 
The language {ir} can be decided by an ANEPP. 
Proof. Actually, we only prove the most difiicult case, namely k = 3, the proofs 
of the other cases tha t can be easily deduced from this one are left to the reader. 
We construct the A N E P P r deciding {ir} as follows. Let V be the alphabet of 
7r; the working alphabet of r is: 
U = V U { a W , o ( i y , 0 ( ¡ j | a G V, 1 < i < n } U { [ a , i] \ a G V, 1 < i < An} U V 
V = {a! | ae V}. 
The nodes of r are distributed in four groups for a bet ter understanding of their 
role. 
Group 1. { M= M l , l ) -^ir(l,l)W}, PI = V,FI = U\V, PO = {7r(l,l)(1)},.FO = 0, 
a = t , ¡3 = w. 
Group 2. 
' M = {7r(3,i)-)- 7r(3, i ) ( i )}, 
PI = {TT(1, ¿ ) W , T T ( 1 , ¿ + 1 ) ( ¿ + 1 ) } , 
. J FI=U\(VU M I , i)W, TT(1, i + 1 ) ^ 1 ) } ) , 
W
 )P0 = {n(3,i)íi)},F0 = <D, 
a =4-, ¡3 = s, 
\ < i < n - l 
, « 
M = {TT(1,¿) - > 7 T ( 1 , ¿ ) W } , 
PI = M M - i ) ^ - 1 ) } , 
p / = [ / \ ( y u { 7 r ( i , ¿ - i ) ( ¿ - 1 ) } ) , 
P O = {7r(l,¿)«}, F O = 0, 
a = t , /3 = s, 
2<í<n 
5(i) : < 
M = {TT(2,¿) ->7r(2,i)(i)}, 
P J = M l , i ) ( i ) , 1 r ( 3 , i ) ( i ) } , 
P / = 0, 
PO = {TT(2,¿)(¿)}, 
^ 0 = 0, 
a =«—, ¡3 = s, 
1 < i < n 
„W 
M = {7r(l,í)« - > e } , 
PI = M 2 , i ) ( i ) } , 
P / = 0, 
P O = 0, 
F O = { a « , 0(-J, a(i) | a e y } , 
a =«—, ¡3 = s, 
U < i<n-1 
£(n) : < 
M = {7r(3 ,n)^7r(3 ,n) ( n ) }, 
P I = {7r(l,n)(")2, 
FI = U\ (V U{7r(l,n)(")}), 
P O = {7r(3,n) (n)}, 
P O = 0, 
a =4,, ¡3 = s. 
Group 3. 
Node M PI FI PO FO a P 
^ e r r l {[a,i] -^[a,í + l] | 





0 + w 
3?er r2 {[a,4n] - W \ ae V}U 
{a ^ a' \ a e V} 
{[a,4n] 
\aeV} 




•^err {a —y e \ a e V} V {[a,4n] 
\aeV} 
U 0 *~ w 
áeVÁ 
•^err {a —y e \ a e V} V {[a,4n] 
\aeV} u 
0 ^ w 




M = 0, 
PI=U\V, 
FI = V, 
PO = 0, 
P O = 0, 
a = *, ¡3 = s, 
Accept : 
M = {7r(l,n)(") -^7r(l ,n)(")}, 
PI = {7r(l,n)(n),7r(2,n)(n),7r(3,n) (n)}, 
FI = V\ {7r(l,n)(n),7r(2,n)(n),7r(3,n) (n)}, 
P O = 0, 
P O = {7r(l,n)(n),7r(2,n)(n),7r(3,n) (n)}, 
a = *, ¡3 = s, 
It is easy to note tha t the nodes from Group 2 and those from Group 3 will 
never exchange pictures with each other. We analyze the computat ion of this 
network on an input picture ¡i of size (k,m) for some k,m > 1. In the input 
node In, the following pictures are simultaneously produced: some pictures with 
7r(l, 1)W on the first row, provided tha t TT(Í, 1) appears in the first row of ¡i, 
and several other pictures (at least one) all of them having exactly one symbol 
[a, 1] for some a G V. We first assume tha t at least one picture with TT(Í, 1)W 
on its first row has been produced in In and follow the rest of the computation 
on such a picture. For simplicity we consider the case k = 3 and m = n. All the 
pictures with 7r(l, l)^1) on the first row which go out from In can be received 
only by either x^2\ if n > 2, or X(n), if n = 1. We assume n > 2 and continué 
the computation in x^2\ Here an occurrence of 7r(l,2) on the first row of all 
pictures is replaced by TT(Í, 2)(2). All pictures where an occurrence of TT(Í, 2) has 
been replaced by 7r(l, 2)(2) can leave xS2^ and enter x(i) where an occurrence of 
7r(3,1) on the last row is replaced by 7r(3, l ) ( i ) . NOW all pictures arrive in x ( l ) 
where an occurrence of TT(2, 1) on the leftmost column is replaced by TT(2, 1)(1). 
Note tha t if a picture does not have an occurrence of the symbol tha t is to be 
replaced in any of the nodes x^2\ #(i), and x ( l ) , then it remains forever in tha t 
node. 
Pictures going out from x ( l ) can enter xdJ¡ only, where the leftmost column is 
deleted provided tha t TT(Í, l)^1) is si tuated on tha t column. The second condition 
to continué the computation is tha t 7r(3, l ) ^ ) is also situated on the column 
7r( l , l ) 
which is to be deleted in xdJ¡. Therefore, the first column of ¡i must be TT(2, 1) . 
T ( 3 S 1) 
Now the process described above resumes for all pictures going out from xdJ¡, 
as all these pictures contain 7r(l,2)(2) on their first row. Inductively, for every 
1 < i < n — 2 every picture tha t has just gone out from xdl must contain 
7r(l, i + l ) ^ 1 ) on its first row. Further on, it must follow the following itinerary 
through the network: x^l+2\ X( i + 1) , x(i + 1), xdel . 
We now analyze the case when the symbol on the first row of a picture going 
out from xdel ' is 7r(l, n) ( n ) . This picture enters X(n) only, where an occurrence 
of 7r(3, n) in the last row is replaced by 7r(3, n)(n) and then enters x(n) where an 
occurrence of 7r(2,n) in the first column is replaced by 7r(2,n)(n). Now, if the 
7r(l,n)(") 
picture is 7r(2,n)(n) , then it enters simultaneously Halt and Accept, otherwise 
7r(3,n) (n) 
it is lost. By these explanations we infer the followings: 
- If ¡JL is of size (3, n) , then both nodes Halt and Accept become non-empty after 
An — 1 processing steps if and only if ¡i = ir. 
- If m < n, then the computation on ¡i will be eventually blocked after at most 
m — 1 column deletions. 
- lí m > n, then the computation on ¡i will be eventually blocked after at most 
n — 1 column deletions. 
- If k < 3, then the computat ion on ¡i is blocked after the first column deletion. 
- If k > 3, then the computation on ¡i will be eventually blocked after at most 
n — 1 column deletions. 
We now analyze the computat ion on a picture containing a symbol [a, 1] which 
goes out from In. Such a picture enters x e r r i , where [a, 1] is replaced successively 
by [a, 2], [a, 3], . . . , [a, An]. Henee, after An — 1 processing steps all pictures in 
xerr\ contain a symbol [a, An], for some a e V. They can leave now xerr\ and 
enter xerr2 only. A picture in xerr2 can be transformed in two ways: a symbol 
from V is replaced by its primed copy or [a, 4n] is replaced by al. In the former 
case, the picture cannot leave xerr2, while in the later, the picture leaves xerr2 
and one copy enters xdel1 and another enters xdel2. In each of these nodes, the 
leftmost column is deleted provided tha t it contains a symbol from V. Now a 
"ping-pong" process s tar ts between the two nodes xdel1 and xdel2. This process 
continúes until either the picture becomes empty or the leftmost column does 
not contain any symbol from V. If the current picture contains symbols from V 
only, it enters Halt and the computat ion halts. By these explanations, we infer 
tha t Halt will always receive a picture from the nodes in Group 3 but not earlier 
than 4n processing steps. 
In conclusión, the computation on ¡i always halts. It halts after either 4n — 1 
processing steps, which means tha t ¡i = ir, or 4n — 1 + k' + n' — 1 > 4n — 1 
processing steps, provided tha t the input picture is of size (k', n'), henee ¡i ^ ir. 
a 
We give now a solution to the picture matching based on ANEPP, provided 
tha t the pa t tern is of size (k, n) or (n, k) for any 1 < k < 3 and n > 1. 
T h e o r e m 3 . Let ir be a picture of size (k, l) for some 1 < k < 3 and l > 1. The 
language {6 \ ir is a suhpicture of 6} can be decided by an ANEPP. 
Proof. We give only an informal description of the construction which is based 
on a pret ty simple idea. The network defined in the proof of Theorem 2 will be 
used as a subnetwork as follows. The node In of tha t network is renamed x¡ 
all the other nodes remaining unchanged. The network we intend to construct 
contains nine nodes more: 
- £n, which is a substi tution node where a symbol is replaced by itself everywhere 
in the picture. 
- two identical nodes deleting the leftmost column. 
- two identical nodes deleting the rightmost column. 
- two identical nodes deleting the uppermost row. 
- two identical nodes deleting the undermost row. 
All these nodes can receive pictures containing original symbols only such tha t 
as soon as a picture entered one node from any of the Groups 1,2,3, it cannot 
further returns to these nodes. As one can see, these new 9 nodes cut from 
the input picture arbi trary subpictures. Clearly, all subpictures of the same size 
are produced simultaneously. All subpictures of the same size received by the 
subnetwork are matched against the pat tern ir in parallel. A short discussion is 
in order here. Assume tha t an input picture is of size (m, n) ; all pictures of the 
same size (k', /') will be sent to the subnetwork after exactly (m — k') + (n — l') + í 
processing steps. If at least one of these subpictures is identical to ir, both halting 
and accepting node will eventually be non-empty after m — k+n — l+4l processing 
steps. In this case, the input picture is accepted. If the halting node is empty 
after m — k + n — 1 + 41, it will definitely become non-empty after m + n + 4l — 1 
processing steps. As m + n + 41 — 1 > m — k + n — 1 + 41, the input picture is 
rejected. D 
Note tha t the network constructed in the previous proof (nodes, rules, filters, 
symbols) does not depend on the input picture but on the pa t tern only. 
Various algorithms exist for the exact two-dimensional matching problem. The 
fastest algorithms for finding a rectangular picture pa t tern of size (k, l) in a 
given picture of size (n, m) run in 0(n x m + k x /) time, see, e.g., [3,21]. It is 
rather easy to note tha t an A N E P P which decides whether a pa t te rn of size (k, l), 
1 < k < 3, / > 1, appears in a given picture of size (n, m) does this in 0(n+m+l) 
computational (processing and communication) steps. On the other hand, the 
space complexity of the algorithm proposed in [21] is 0(n x m + k x / ) , while in 
our case the number of pictures moving through the network is exponential. We 
recall tha t some biological phenomena are sources of inspiration for our model. 
In this context, it is considered to be biologically feasible to have sumciently 
many identical copies of a molecule. By techniques of genetic engineering, in a 
linear number of laboratory operations one can get an exponential number of 
identical 2-dimensional molecules [1,2]. 
It is worth mentioning tha t the construction described above can be easily 
extended to an A N E P P able to detect, in the same number of computational 
steps, any pat tern from a finite sets of pictures of the same size. It suffices to 
construct an independent subnetwork for each pat tern. 
T h e o r e m 4. Given a finite set F of patterns of size {k, l) and (l, k) for all 
1 < k < 3 and l > 1, the pattern matching problem with patterns from F can be 
solved by ANEPPs in 0(n-\-m-\-l) computational (processing and communication) 
steps. 
However, this approach is not suitable for detecting pat terns of a different 
size tha t those considered above. In the sequel, we show how the picture pa t tern 
matching can be completely solved with ANPP, tha t is with networks having 
both types of nodes: evolutionary processors and hiding processors. As the idea is 
the same, it suffices to construct an A N P P able to decide the singleton language 
formed by a given picture. 
T h e o r e m 5. Let TI be a picture of size {k, l), for some k,l > 1 over an alphabet 
V. The language {TT} can be decided by an ANPP. 
The idea of the proof is the same as tha t from the proof of Theorem 2, namely 
it consists in two disjoint subnetworks, one of them checking whether the input 
picture is identical to n, and the other one making a sufficiently long computation 
which ends in the halting node but allows the first network to complete its 
computation. The complete proof is left to the reader. 
We are now able to give the complete solution based on ANPPs to the problem 
of picture matching: 
T h e o r e m 6. Given a finite set F of patterns of size (k, l) and (/, k) for any 
k,l > 1, the pattern matching problem with patterns from F can be solved by 
ANPPs in 0{n + m + kl + k) computational (processing and communication) 
steps. 
Clearly, the networks including both evolutionary and hiding processors seem 
to be more powerful than A N E P P s considered in [4]. A natural further step is to in-
vestígate the computational power and other computational properties of ANPPs . 
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